Old
Old Favorites
Favorites in
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New Applications
Applications
Kitchens are changing into multi-purpose arenas where space is used to its absolute maximum. Take a look at
some of the long-time Accuride products that stand the test of time in the latest kitchen applications.

Kitchen Home Office Space

All zinc and electrocoat
white finished products
are RoHS Compliant.

Computer access in the kitchen is a practical
convenience. Whether it’s searching for recipes,
paying bills, or monitoring the kids while they do
homework, Accuride has the hardware you need
to create a compact workspace that can be hidden
away when not in use.

3832

F CBERGO-300 Deluxe Keyboard Tray or
standard CBERGO-200 Tray provide
ergonomic keyboard access.
F The 6" 3832 is great for small drawers
used to stash bills or store recipe cards.
F Models 123 or 1321 Pro-Pocket flipper
door slides provide access for a chair;
concealing the space when closed.

CBERGO-300 & 123

Workspace & Appliance Garage

Pro-Pocket
1321

Take full advantage of the space with a pull-out
butcher block and free up counter space with an
appliance garage. Appliances are on a shelf for
easy access, while wider drawers below keep trays,
bowls, or utensils close at hand.
F Model 340, the “butcher block” slide,
has a lock out feature to ensure a stable
work surface.

3832DO

Eclipse
3132EC

F Models 123 or 1321 Pro-Pocket flipper
door slides neatly hide away appliances.
F Model 3832DO provides pull-out access
in the appliance garage. The detent out
keeps the surface stable for use.
F Eclipse 3132EC with Easy-Close ensures
storage drawers close gently.

340

Pantry/Food Storage
Access to pantry contents has never been more
efficient with multiple pull-outs offering plenty of
storage solutions.

3600-200

F Model 9301 is a heavy duty side-mount
solution for large pull-outs.
F Model 3600-200 provides a hidden slide
solution with the added benefit of a selfclosing mechanism.
F Model 3640 pocket and bayonet
disconnect allows for easy removal of
trash or recycle bins (not shown).
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